
 

 

 

Scout Gaming signs agreement with Digitain 
 
Scout Gaming has entered into an agreement with platform provider Digitain. The agreement stipulates 
the distribution of Scout Gaming's game products. Digitain is a privately held company providing Omni-
channel iGaming software solutions to the online, mobile and land-based verticals. Digitain has over 
1,000 employees, 55+ partners worldwide, and more than 400 land-based bet shops worldwide. 
 
"Digitain is among one of the larger platform providers and will make a great potential contribution to our 
network. This clearly states that Scout Gaming is the first-hand choice when it comes to Fantasy related 
products, comments Scout Gaming's CEO, Andreas Ternström. 
 
“We are continuously looking to improve our product offering and have found that Scout Gaming has a 
proven capability of providing Fantasy Sports games with a global network and therefore is experienced 
partner to launch and expand Digitain’s Fantasy Sports offering. Scout Gaming’s Fantasy Sports solution will 
be provided along with our in-house developed and managed sportsbook solution”, comments Digitain’s 
CCO, Suren Khachatryan. 
 
Scout Gaming's products are expected to be integrated no later than the third quarter this year. Due to the 
uncertain timetable of the up-taking of our products with Digitain’s operators, Scout Gaming is unable to 
guide on what impact the deal will have on its 2019 revenues. Scout Gaming’s revenue is on a long-term 
basis dependent on the end user’s activity on Scout Gamings products. 
 
 
For additional information, please contact:  
Andreas Ternström, CEO, Scout Gaming  
Tel: +46 706 770 660  
E-mail: andreas.ternstrom@scoutgaminggroup.com 
 

About Digitain 

Digitain’s story started in 1999 in Armenia, as a National Lottery, then growing into a B2C Affiliate company 

and finally becoming a software, platform, and Sportsbook solutions provider. Today Digitain have more 

than 1,000 employees, 55+ partners worldwide, and more than 400 land-based bet shops worldwide. The 

multi-channel Digitain Gaming Platform allows for a frictionless turnkey or white-label solution for the land-

based, online and mobile operators via our Bespoke API’s to integrate a sportsbook, casino, live dealer, and 

virtual sports modules. The API also provisions the ability for the client to customize the front-end user 

journey and user experience. With an extensive payment gateway, bonus engine, CRM system, and 

dedicated customer support 24/7, Digitain platform provides everything needed for fast market entry for 

our clients. The sportsbook product covers 30,000 live events each month, across 65 sports taking in 7,500 

leagues, and more than 3,000 betting markets. 

About Scout Gaming Group 

Scout Gaming Group is a licensed and regulated provider of B2B Daily Fantasy Sports and pool betting. The 

company offers a flexible and customizable network-based Fantasy Sports solution with support for most 

sports and leagues through an in-house StatCenter which also provides real-time information to players. 

Local sports can be provided on request. The Group has approximately 80 staff and is headquartered in 

Stockholm, Sweden with development and operations in Bergen, Norway and Lviv, Ukraine. Sales, support 

and product management is handled from the office in Malta. Scout Gaming is listed on Nasdaq First North 

and the Certified Adviser is Redeye AB - Certifiedadviser@redeye.se, +46 (0)8 121 576 90. 
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This information is information that Scout Gaming Group AB is obliged to make public pursuant to the EU 

Market Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the 

contact person set out above, at 08.30 CET on 7 May 2019. 

 


